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Modern 40, 60, 80 line
stainless steel, aluminium

ANGLE 
CONNECT

For Modern 40, 60 and 80 profiles and 
profiles, we have fixed 90 ° joints or we cut 
the profiles WAVE SYSTEM

For Modern 40 and 60 profiles we can use the 
wave system - details in section no. 16

JAPANESE WALL

For Modern 40 profiles, we can use the 
Japanese wall system - details in section no. 
16

STRING SYSTEM

For Modern 40 and 60 profiles we can use a 
string system with a tensioner in the curtain rail up 
to a length of 350 cm - details in section no. 8

SHUTTERS 
INSTALL.

For brackets and directly under the profiles 
Modern 40, Modern 60, rail Techno 
20 we can install Roman blinds mechanisms 
- details in section no. 8 ON REQUEST

We can change the lengths of brackets and rosettes, 
change the spacing between rods or rails, and 
adjust the angles of fixed joints. Do you want to 
know if we can solve the problem of a curtain rod 
in your window - call us or write to us.

inox inox poler
(M40 only)

white black RAL

 Modern 40 and 60 are curtain rails with a modern, simple shape, made of stainless steel 
and aluminum. The profile used is 40 or 60 mm wide and can be used as a single or double curtain 
rail - combined with a rail or a rod. Thanks to the special mounting of the bracket on the back of the 
profile, it does not interfere with the movement of the fabric along the entire length of the curtain rail. 
The curtain rail can be fastened to the wall or ceiling. Available in finishing: stainless steel - inox matt, 
white and black, and additionally profile Modern 40 inox poler. We can use the wave system in 
curtain rails - arranging the fabric in an even wave.

 Modern 80 are curtain rails with a modern, simple shape, made of stainless steel 
and aluminum. The profile used is 80 mm wide and can be used as a single or double 
curtain rail - combined with the rail. The special shape of the profile allows individual 
matching the curtain rail to the interior by filling it at the front with any thin material. Attaching the 
bracket for profile allows the fabric to be moved along the entire length of the curtain rail. Thanks to its 
width, it is perfect as a mask for roller shutters or various rail systems. The curtain rod can be attached 
to the wall or ceiling. Available in finishing: stainless steel - inox matt, white, black.

POLISH 
PRODUCT

inox white black

Modern 40, 60

Modern 80



Name No. - Type

SINGLE BRACKET Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44002 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 50 mm 64002 - white (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm 74002 - inox poler * (stainless steel)

84002 - inox (stainless steel)
The booms for the brackets are square.

ATTENTION! Bracket inox poler - round stand 60 mm Techno; with square stand - surcharge +50%.

DOUBLE BRACKET Modern 40 profile M40/rail Ø 20 mm
for profile M40 and rail Ø 20 mm 44025 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 50 mm 64025 - white (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm 74025 - inox poler * (stainless steel)
S = 80 mm 84025 - inox (stainless steel)
The booms for the brackets are square.

ATTENTION! Bracket inox poler - round stand 60 mm Techno; with square stand - surcharge +50%.

SINGLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44003 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 50 mm 64003 - white (stainless steel)
L = 90 mm 74003 - inox poler * (stainless steel)

84003 - inox (stainless steel)
The booms for the brackets are square.

ATTENTION! Bracket inox poler - round stand 60 mm Techno; with square stand - surcharge +50%.

DOUBLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 40 profile M40/rail Ø 20 mm
for profile M40 and rail Ø 20 mm 44047 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 50 mm 64047 - white (stainless steel)
L = 90 mm 74047 - inox poler * (stainless steel)
S = 80 mm 84047 - inox (stainless steel)
The booms for the brackets are square.

ATTENTION! Bracket inox poler - round stand 60 mm Techno; with square stand - surcharge +50%.

SINGLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44517 - black matt (aluminium)

can also be used as an internal 
bracket

64517 - white (aluminium)

84517 - inox (aluminium)
L = 40 mm

UNIVERSAL BRACKET Modern 40 profile M40**

for profile M40 44514 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 100, 150, 200 mm 64514 - white (aluminium)
D - total length of the bracket 84514 - inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

* - brackets inox poler with round base
** - Universal brackets can be fitted with Techno 20 or ZS profiles as well as Roman or roller blinds. Please inform us about the 
installation of the roller shutters to the universal holders in the order. In the L100 holder - 1 pc of a rail catch, in the L150 and 
L200 holder - 2 pcs of a rail catch. Details in section no. 8.        
D  -  total length of the bracket, L - distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling, S - distance between profiles/rails
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In profile Modern 40 a string system can be used.
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Modern 40 line

Name No. - Type

UNIVERSAL BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 40 profile M40 *

for profile M40 44515 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 100, 150 mm 64515 - white (aluminium)
D - total length of the bracket 84515 - inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

ROMAN SHUTTER CLIP
assembly for profile M40 84509 - inox (aluminium)
D = 65 mm

D - total length of the bracket

ROLLER SHUTTER CLIP Modern 40 profile M40

assembly for profile M40, M60, 
M80 

84513 - inox (aluminium)

D = 70 mm

FLAT END-PIECE Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44010 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 10 mm 64010 - white (aluminium)

74010 - inox poler (aluminium)

84010 - inox (aluminium)

C END-PIECE Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44013 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 10 mm 64013 - white (aluminium)

74013 - inox poler (aluminium)

84013 - inox (aluminium)

L END-PIECE Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44014 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 3 mm 64014 - white (aluminium)

74014 - inox poler (aluminium)

84014 - inox (aluminium)

* - Universal brackets can be fitted with Techno 20 or ZS profiles as well as Roman or roller blinds. Please inform us about the 
installation of the roller shutters to the universal holders in the order. In the L100 holder - 1 pc of a rail catch, in the L150 and 
L200 holder - 2 pcs of a rail catch. Details in section no. 8.
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Name No. - Type

END-PIECE Modern 40 SQUARE profile M40

for profile M40 44012/L - black matt (aluminium)
50x50 mm 44012/P - black matt (aluminium)
L - left 64012/L - white (aluminium)
P - right 64012/P - white (aluminium)

Masks the pulley of the string 
system.

84012/L - inox (aluminium)

84012/P - inox (aluminium)

BUCKLE WITH SLIDE         
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507 - white
plastic 52507 - black

SLIDE H1                                                                             
Packed in 50 pcs. 50500 - white
plastic 52500 - black

HOOK WITH SLIDE                                                       
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507/Z - white
plastic 52507/Z - black
For string systems, we recommend a closed hook with a slide and a snail hook.

This makes it easier to remove the fabric without disassembling the string system.

SNAIL HOOK                                                               
Packed in 50 pcs. 51508 - white
plastic

SUSPENSION WITH SLIDE
84501 - inox (stainless steel)

D = 50 mm

RING Modern 40 WITH SLIDE
for profile M40 84511 - inox (stainless steel)

D - length

D

In profile Modern 40 a string system can be used.
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Name No. - Type

BLOCKADE Modern 40

for profile M40 and M80 84528 - inox (stainless steel)

PROFILE CONNECTOR FLAT Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 84520 (steel)

CONNECTOR ANGLED HINGE Modern 40 profile M40 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*
for profile M40 84520/N (aluminium)

Profile cut at an angle of 45-90 degrees. Applies to all available colors.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° Modern 40 profile M40 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*

for profile M40, M60, M80, 
M61, M101.

84521 (aluminium)

aluminium

Cutting the M40 profile at an angle of 45° + connector.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° EXTERNAL Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44540/ZL - black (aluminium)

44540/ZP - black (aluminium)

64540/ZL - white (aluminium)

64540/ZP - white (aluminium)
L - left 74540/ZL - inox poler  (aluminium)
P - right 74540/ZP - inox poler (aluminium)

84540/ZL - inox (aluminium)

84540/ZP - inox (aluminium)

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° INTERNAL Modern 40 profile M40

for profile M40 44540/W - black matt (aluminium)

64540/W - white (aluminium)

74540/W - inox poler (aluminium)

84540/W - inox (aluminium)

PROFILE Modern 40 40 mm

L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 350*, 
       400*, 600* cm

44527 - black matt (aluminium)

64527 - white (aluminium)
* additional transport costs 74527 - inox poler (aluminium) (max. length 350 cm)

84527 - inox (aluminium)
Maximum distance between brackets is 230 cm. The color is slightly different from the stainless steel elements.

In profile M40 it is possible to install string systems up to a length of 350 cm.

When installing a profile M40 inox poler on universal brackets, we use a bracket in an available color (white, black, 
inox matt).

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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ON REQUEST

ON REQUEST

In profile Modern 40 a string system can be used.

Modern 40 line
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STRING SYSTEMS
more information in section no. 16

STRING SYSTEM WITH ALUMINUM TENSIONER

For profile Techno 20, Modern 
40, 60, 80 and ZS.

20884 - color antico (aluminium)

30884 - color satin (aluminium)
System tension is made of aluminum. 40884 - color black (aluminium)
Pulleys with bearing rollers. 60884 - color white (aluminium)
Price for a SET. 70884 - color inox poler (aluminium)

80884 - color inox (aluminium)
Set is adjusted to the length of the curtain rod. A string system mounted to the length of curtain rod max. 350 cm.

WAVE SYSTEM                        more information in section no. 16

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH ROUND BASE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53651/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53651/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53652/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53652/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53653/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53653/80
                                                       Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (additional 10% to the price).

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH H1 SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53654/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53654/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53655/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53655/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53656/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53656/80
                                                       Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (no additional fee).
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Name No. - Type

SINGLE BRACKET Modern 60
for profile Modern 60 46002 - black (stainless steel)
support square 60 mm 66002 - white (stainless steel)

86002 - inox (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm                    The booms for the brackets are square.

DOUBLE BRACKET Modern 60 PROFILE M60/RAIL T20
for profile Modern 60
and rail Techno 20
support square 60 mm
The booms for the brackets are 
square.

46025 - black (stainless steel)

66025 - white (stainless steel)

86025 - inox (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm,  S = 80 mm Modern 60 ceiling brackets are available on p. 6.12, items 3 and 4.

UNIVERSAL BRACKET FOR WALL Modern 60* PROFILE M60

for profile Modern 60
and rail Techno 20

46514 - color black (aluminium)

66514 - color white (aluminium)
D = 100, 150, 200 mm 86514 - color inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

UNIVERSAL BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 60* PROFILE M60

for profile Modern 60 and rail 
Techno 20

46515 - color black (aluminium)

66515 - color white (aluminium)
D = 100, 150, 200 mm 86515 - color inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

SINGLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 60 profile M60

for profile M60 46517 - black matt (aluminium)

66517 - white (aluminium)
D = 40 mm 86517 - inox (aluminium)

profile M60 60 mm    Can be used as an internal bracket.

FLAT END-PIECE Modern 60
for profile Modern 60 60 mm 46010 - color black (aluminium)
D = 12 mm 66010 - color white (aluminium)

86010 - color inox (aluminium)

C END-PIECE Modern 60 profile M60

for profile M60 46013 - color black (aluminium)
D = 10 mm 66013 - color white (aluminium)

86013 - color inox (aluminium)

* - Universal brackets can be fitted with Techno 20 or ZS profiles as well as Roman or roller blinds. Please inform us about the 
installation of the roller shutters to the universal holders in the order. In the L100 holder - 1 pc of a rail catch, in the L150 and 
L200 holder - 2 pcs of a rail catch. L 200 - only against the wall. Details in section no. 8. 

L -  distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling, S  -  distance between profiles / railmi, D - total length of the bracket
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Name No. - Type

L END-PIECE Modern 60 profile M60

for profile M60 46014 - color black (aluminium)
D = 3 mm 66014 - color white (aluminium)

86014 - color inox (aluminium)

BUCKLE WITH SLIDE                                              
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507 - white
plastic 52507 - black

SLIDE H1                                                                  
Packed in 50 pcs. 50500 - white
plastic 52500 - black

HOOK WITH SLIDE                                                   
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507/Z - white
plastic 52507/Z - black
* For string systems, we recommend a closed hook with a slide and a snail hook.

This makes it easier to remove the fabric without disassembling the string system.

SNAIL HOOK                                                        
Packed in 50 pcs. 51508 - white
plastic

STOPER Modern 60

for profile M60 86528 - inox (stainless steel)

PROFILE CONNECTOR FLAT Modern 60 profile M60

for profile Modern 60 86520 (steel)

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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In profile Modern 60 a string system can be used.

Modern 60 line



Name No. - Type

CONNECTOR ANGLED HINGE Modern 60 profile M60 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*
for profile Modern 60 86520/N (aluminium)

Profiles cut at an angle of 45-90 degrees. Applies to all available colors.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° Modern 60 profile M60 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*

for profile M40, M60, M80, 
M61, M101.

84521 (aluminium)

aluminium

Cutting the M60 profile at an angle of 45° + connector.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° INTERNAL Modern 60
for profile Modern 60 60 mm 46540/W - color black (aluminium)

66540/W - color white (aluminium)

86540/W - color inox (aluminium)

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° EXTERNAL Modern 60
for profile MODERN 60 60 mm 46540/ZL - color black (aluminium)

46540/ZP - color black (aluminium)
L - left 66540/ZL - color white (aluminium)
P - right 66540/ZP - color white (aluminium)

86540/ZL - color inox (aluminium)

86540/ZP - color inox (aluminium)

PROFILE MODERN 60
L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 46527 - color black (aluminium)
       350*, 400*, 600* cm 66527 - color white (aluminium)

Additional transport costs. 86527 - color inox (aluminium)

Maximum distance between brackets is 230 cm*. The color of the rail may slightly differ from the rest of the details.

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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In profile Modern 60 a string system can be used.

Modern 60 line



APPLICATION  OF 
Modern 60 

AS A COVER
more information in section no. 8

STRING SYSTEMS
more information in section no. 16

STRING SYSTEM WITH ALUMINUM TENSIONER

For profile Techno 20, Modern 
40, 60, 80 and ZS.

20884 - color antico (aluminium)

30884 - color satin (aluminium)
System tension is made of aluminum. 40884 - color black (aluminium)
Pulleys with bearing rollers. 60884 - color white (aluminium)
Price for a SET. 80884 - color inox (aluminium)
Set is adjusted to the length of the curtain rod. A string system mounted to the length of curtain rod max. 350 cm.

WAVE SYSTEM                        more information in section no. 16

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH ROUND BASE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53651/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53651/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53652/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53652/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53653/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53653/80
                                                      Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (additional 10% to the price).

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH H1 SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53654/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53654/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53655/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53655/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53656/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53656/80
                                                       Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (no additional fee).
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Name No. - Type

SINGLE BRACKET Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 48002 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 60 mm 68002 - white (stainless steel)

88002 - inox (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm                    The booms for the brackets are square.

DOUBLE BRACKET Modern 80 profile M80/rail Ø 20 mm
for profile M80 and rail Ø 20 mm 48025 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 60 mm 68025 - white (stainless steel)
L = 50, 80, 120, 160 mm 88025 - inox (stainless steel)
S = 80 mm                                          The booms for the brackets are square.

SINGLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 and M60 48003 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 60 mm 68003 - white (stainless steel)
L = 90 mm 88003 - inox (stainless steel)
The booms for the brackets are square.

DOUBLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 80 profile M80/rail Ø 20 mm
for profile M80, M60 and rail Ø 20 mm 48047 - black matt (stainless steel)
support square 60 mm 68047 - white (stainless steel)
L = 90 mm 88047 - inox (stainless steel)
S = 80 mm                                          The booms for the brackets are square.

SINGLE BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 48517 - black matt (aluminium)

68517 - white (aluminium)
L = 40 mm 88517 - inox (aluminium)

profile M80 80 mm    Can be used as an internal bracket.

UNIVERSAL BRACKET Modern 80 profile M80 *

for profile M80 48514 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 100, 150, 200 mm 68514 - white (aluminium)

88514 - inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

UNIVERSAL BRACKET FOR CEILING Modern 80 profile M80 *

for profile M80 48515 - black matt (aluminium)
D = 100, 150 mm 68515 - white (aluminium)

88515 - inox (aluminium)
There is a possibility of shortening the bracket yourself.

* - Universal brackets can be fitted with Techno 20 or ZS profiles as well as Roman or roller blinds. Please inform us about the 
installation of the roller shutters to the universal holders in the order. In the L100 holder - 1 pc of a rail catch, in the L150 and 
L200 holder - 2 pcs of a rail catch. L 200 - only against the wall. Details in section no. 8. 

L -  distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling, S  -  distance between profiles / railmi, D - total length of the bracket
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In profile Modern 80 a string system can be used.

Modern 80 line
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Name No. - Type

ROMAN SHUTTER CLIP
for profile M80, M60 88509 - inox (aluminium)
D = 65 mm

ROLLER SHUTTER CLIP Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80, M60, M40
84513 - inox (aluminium)

D = 70 mm

FLAT END-PIECE Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 48010/L - black matt (aluminium)
D = 12 mm 48010/P - black matt (aluminium)

68010/L - white (aluminium)
L - left 68010/P - white (aluminium)
P - right 78010/L - inox poler (aluminium)

78010/P - inox poler (aluminium)

88010/L - inox (aluminium)

88010/P - inox (aluminium)

BUCKLE WITH SLIDE                                                
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507 - white
plastic 52507 - black

SLIDE H1                                                                    
Packed in 50 pcs. 50500 - white
plastic 52500 - black

HOOK WITH SLIDE FOR RAIL                                  
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507/Z - white
plastic 52507/Z - black
* For string systems, we recommend a closed hook with a slide and a snail hook.

This makes it easier to remove the fabric without disassembling the string system.

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.   
L - distance of the first profile from the wall / ceiling,    D - total length of the bracket
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In profile Modern 80 a string system can be used.

Modern 80 line



www.karnisz.pl In profile Modern 80 a string system can be used.10.14

Name No. - Type

SNAIL HOOK                                                          
Packed in 50 pcs. 51508 - white
plastic

SUSPENSION WITH SLIDE
84501 - inox (stainless steel)

D = 50 mm

BLOCKADE Modern 80

for profile M40 and M80 84528 - inox (steel)

PROFILE CONNECTOR FLAT Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 88520 (steel)

CONNECTOR ANGLED HINGE Modern 80 profile 840 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*
for profile M80 88520/N (steel)

Profiles cut at an angle of 45-90 degrees. Applies to all available colors.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° Modern 80 profile M80 WITH CUTTING THE PROFILE*

for profile M40, M60, M80, 
M61, M101,

84521 (aluminium)

aluminium

Cutting the M80 profile at an angle of 45° + connector.

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° EXTERNAL Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 48540/ZL - black matt (aluminium)

48540/ZP - black matt (aluminium)
L - left 68540/ZL - white (aluminium)
P - right 68540/ZP - white (aluminium)

88540/ZL - inox (aluminium)

88540/ZP - inox (aluminium)

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.  
D - length
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In profile Modern 80 a string system can be used. 10.15

Name No. - Type

CONNECTOR ANGULAR 90° INTERNAL Modern 80 profile M80

for profile M80 48540/W - black matt (aluminium)

68540/W - white (aluminium)

88540/W - inox (aluminium)

L - Length

PROFILE Modern 80 80 mm

L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 350*, 
       400*, 600* cm

48527 - black matt (aluminium)

68527 - white (aluminium)
Additional transport costs. 88527 - inox (aluminium)
Maximum distance between brackets is 270 cm. It applies to the M80 profile.

The color is slightly different from the stainless steel elements.

      
* - Additional transport costs.

Modern 80 profile itself it is an excellent decorative element, but it can also be combined with, 
for example, a fabric with a stiffener, leather or other decorative material, which will complement the 
entire decoration. It is enough to insert the desired 72-73 mm wide filling into the guide at the front 
of the profile, remembering that the thickness of the filling should not exceed 2 mm. 

Modern curtain rails were awarded
Home Decor Gold Medal 2009
of the Poznań International Fair

and received an honor at the Trend Design 
2010 of the Lodz International Fair
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APPLICATION  OF 
Modern 80 

AS A COVER
more information in section no. 8

In the Modern 80 line it is possible to fill the profile with colors according to the attached template.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FILLING
 

OF THE Modern 80 PROFILE

WITH ECO LEATHER

In profile Modern 80 a string system can be used.

Modern 80 line


